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Human design is using your energy correctly 

Human design is about the correct use of your energy. If you make incorrect decisions, you won’t 
have sustainable energy to hit your goals. This will make you either quit, or get to your goal kicking 

and screaming. 

When you understand your human design, it’s easier to make the correct decisions in life, in 
business and in your relationships. You then have more fuel to take you to that goal.  Human design 

all comes down to living in alignment with your strategy and authority.

The difference between success and failure

All humans labor under layers of conditioning and programming that limits our capacity to make 
correct decisions. This is because these decisions are being filtered through thoughts such as “What 

will my parents think? What will my boss think? What will my partner think?” The reality is, we shouldn’t 
really care what others think because at the end of the day, it is only you who gets to live your life. 

What successful people share in common is a curiosity, the willingness to push limits, and a complete 
faith in their own abilities to take action when opportunity strikes. What makes the difference 

between success and failure for all of us is being one hundred percent true to ourselves.

In life, everything is happening for your highest good. Everything that is happening for you is going to 
take you to where you need to go if you are willing to put in the energy and the effort. But that needs 

to follow the decisions versus just stumbling blindly without a goal or decision.

In 2014, one day during lunch, her friend started a conversation on human design. Seeing that they 
were both generators, her friend explained that this human design type meant not hustling or 

pushing. It meant waiting before responding.

Letting life come to you as a conscious act and not feeling that you always need to keep hustling 
and pushing. It didn’t mean waiting forever, not doing anything or taking action. Waiting before 

responding meant waiting until you’re correct in your decision making, then move into action and go for 
it. Then everything feels good.

Baeth’s Journey towards Human Design

Baeth Davis was introduced to human design around 15 years ago but did not pay much attention 
to it initially. She did not find the topic interesting or useful for her.
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Human design is science

When people hear “human design,” “astrology,” or “manifesting” they immediately think that it is 
woo-woo. But human design is science. It is backed by research and factual data. Human design is 

a map of your unique genetic design with detailed information on both the conscious and unconscious 
aspects of yourself. Through these tools, you are guided to help discover your own truth.

Human design helps you understand how to make things work based on your unique aspects and 
to know when to take action.

Discovering your human design type

The body gives off heat and energy. We are beings that are built to release - tears, sweat, breath. 
The cycle is that we always take in and release what we don’t need. Your human design is how your 

body interacts with your environment and when you interact correctly with your environment, you come 
into alignment and eliminate resistance.

Nobody likes resistance, whether that’s feeling stuck, angry, bitter, sad, or frustrated. The ultimate 
umbrella point of human design is to eliminate resistance. So knowing your human design type will 

help you do just that.

These are the types of human design:

— Manifester:

— This is the type that most of us are trying to be. Their aura pushes energy out of the way so 
that they can get to where they’re going.

— They are built to inform others of what they’re doing but hate being forced from their goals. 
Manifesters are the only type that can most closely approximate an idea in their mind and have 
it manifest and look the same as they imagine it. However, the rest of us are built to move into a 
future that we don’t know.

— The manifester mindset is “just go out there and make it happen.” Manifesters run their own 
thing and are not subordinate to anyone.

— Generator:

— Generators makeup 37% of the population. They have a defined sacral which is the sex chakra 
- the pelvic region of your body. The sexual aura is where we birth from and where we create 
from. They are the builders.

— Their aura is a magnet that draws in opportunity. Generators tend to do similar things to 
achieve mastery and they wait to respond.
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How human design types work for business

Each human design type has its own strengths and weaknesses. If in a company, the manifester 
would be the CEO who would be informing everyone of the latest strategies and innovations needed 

to move the business forward. The generators do the difficult business and admin work. The manifesting 
generators would be express building the pieces. The projectors would be the advisors and project 
managers. The reflectors are those who see the world spinning around and the health of the community. 

How we use our human design for our brand

What we’re learning in human design is to start to become aware of the conscious and unconscious 
knowledge of the body. When we can get the mind out of the way, the body knows where to go 

- some people are night owls, some people need a lot of sleep, some people need no sleep at all. It all 
depends on what your body needs and what’s aligned to your design. The design is very specific in terms 
of your environment, your diet, what your mind is designed to do and how your mind is designed to 
communicate with others. 

— Manifesting Generators:

— They are a hybrid of manifesters and generators. They have the informing manifesting 
potential and the life force energy. When you put those two together, they are the express 
builders and know which steps to skip. For these types of people, slow is fast. Learning to move 
slowly and methodically gives them the most potential to manifest what they want.

— Reflector:

— The reflectors are attuned to what’s happening in the solar system, particularly the lunar cycle. 
The reflector experiences the 64 gates in the human design every single month. Reflectors are 
not impulsive or rush into things because of this.

— Projector:

— Their aura comes off their body like a big beak. Most of their energy moves forward and 
penetrates the auras of other people. This means, they need to wait to be invited - to work, to 
love, and do important things. If they butt in with their aura, they get rebuffed and they become 
bitter.

— Projectors are meant to guide groups. The generators need projectors and vice versa. The 
generator needs the guidance of the projects and the former needs the energy of the latter.

With regards to branding, understanding your Sun Sign is essential.

— Your sun sign:

— Your personality sun is what people first respond to in you.

— The number associated with your sun sign is your personality sun. It is your life’s work and 
what you vibrate. It’s what people see in you.
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The goal is to flow in life

We aren’t meant to be sick or broke. Life is meant to be lived in a flow state where we are healthy, 
happy, and wealthy. In order to reach this flow, we must listen internally. 

The Prosperity Key

The prosperity key is a concept created by Richard Rudd. This key is clear about what will nourish and 
support you. When you start using the prosperity key as your mantra, it starts redirecting your mind 

in the correct direction so that money and resources will be attracted to you and you won’t need to chase 
money and resources.

The Prosperity Key directs the mind to what will support you and keep you centered. 

Understanding human design as a business coach

Coaches can take human design and see their client’s brand, their client’s business structure, their 
strengths and weaknesses in order to help their clients on a deeper level. Coaches who learn this tool 

have such incredible advantages in supporting their clients.

They don’t have to take the blame when the client is acting out their design. Having this information 
allows us to take the drama and personal attachment out of coaching and focus on how they can use 

their unique human design to their advantage.

Suffering is a choice

Suffering is optional. The keys to eliminating resistance are available to you when you are ready to 
stop being the victim.

A lot of people are consciously choosing to not own their power. It’s easy to blame others. But when 
you start making better decisions, you are going to have better outcomes. You can be empowered to 

remove the resistance in your life by living correctly as yourself rather than this conditioned robot just going 
through the motions of what you think you should do in life.

You are meant to have a life that is fun, beautiful and effortless but have to be willing to change and 
set boundaries.
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Set yourself up for strong business growth in 2021 with
a membership to The Experts Collective

JOIN NOW

Resources
Get your Human Design 
Chart Here

CONNECT WITH BAETH DAVIS
yourpurpose.com
Follow Baeth on Facebook 
Connect with Baeth on LinkedIn
Subscribe to Baeth’s on YouTube Channel 
Join Baeth’s Facebook Group

Takeaways 

You can be empowered to remove the resistance in your life by living correctly as yourself rather 
than this conditioned robot just going through the motions of what you think you should do in life.

Human design helps you understand how to make things work based on your unique aspects and 
to know when to take action.
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https://samanthariley.global/the-experts-collective/
https://www.jovianarchive.com/Get_Your_Chart
http://yourpurpose.com
https://www.facebook.com/baethdavismentoring
https://www.linkedin.com/in/baethdavis/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCv-4Pmtue7Ibw_whqi7UPhQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aligntoyourdesign/

